
 
 
 
 

 
 
Solar Expansion Vessel 
 
Model:  IB035SOL 
 
Size: 35 Ltr  
 

• Maximum working pressure 10 bar 
• Pre-charge 2.5 bar 
• Temperature range - 10 oC + 100 oC * 
• Dimensions D 360 x 615 Height 
• Water Connection 1” 
• Weight 10 Kilos 
• High resistant rubber bladder 

 
* Maximum working temperature:  considering that the solar panels 
can be producing maximum temperature points, the elastomer used 
in the bladder has the capacity for supporting 130 oC at least for 
one hour. 
 
 
Approvals:- 
 
CE endorsed, TUV  
 
This tank is used in hot water storage tanks for expansion vessels for solar energy systems. 
 
Solar expansion vessels as with any sealed system, the pumped circulation solar 
system has to have an expansion capability to cope with fluid expanding as the 
temperature increases.  Also, in the solar system, the expansion vessel diaphragm 
has to have the ability to work at higher temperatures than that expected of a 
standard heating vessel. 
 
Our vessels have been designed to function in high temperature solar installations.  
System fluid capacity dictates what size vessel is used, although most domestic 
applications require a capacity of between 18 and 24 litres. 
 
An additional item which should be included when purchasing a vessel is the vessel 
isolation connection valve.  This allows the vessel to be removed for maintenance 
without draining the fluid from the system. 
 
They are used in the solar installations in combination with the expansion vessels. 
The Intermediate vessel VI protects the membrane of the expansion vessel against the 
high and constant temperatures which surpass the set limits (130ºC for more than one 
hour). The aim of this vessel is to decrease the temperature that a liquid proceeding from 
the solar collectors can reach, offering a thermic protection to the membrane of the 
expansion vessel. 
The Guidelines VDI 6002 advises an intermediate vessel when the pipe volume between 
the collector and the expansion vessel is under the 50% its capacity (Installations In roofs 
and short length circuits) it is directly installed in the pipe, between the collector and the 
expansion vessel. 
 
OPERATION 
 
Operation: The cold solar fluid remains in the intermediate vessel. In case of being 
excessive temperatures or extreme boiling of the liquid proceeding from the collector, the 
fluid will be mixed with the contents of the intermediate vessel before entering the 
expansion vessel. The Intermediate vessel will have to be isolated to fulfil its purpose. 

 
 
 


